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Spanish speaking countries in west africa
Have conversations faster, understand people when they speak fast and other tips tested to learn more fast. More information in Baselang, help thousands of people learn Spanish, and many of our students share the same motivation for Spanish learning: traveling. If you already have the travel bug, or you're dreaming about a day buying a ticket
airplane and scratching this travel itch, learning Spanish is a pleasure. You will not only be able to dive into a new culture and connect with the locals who speak Spanish, but also will have a list of 21 official speakers of Spanish tongue to add your travel bucket list. (OK, we are not recommending that you should travel to each country on the list, but
you get the point.) Recommended: How to learn Spanish fast in 2021 How many people speak Spanish? According to the Cervant Institute, 437 million people speak Spanish as a native language, becoming the second most spoken language in the world behind Chinese, which has 1.2 billion of speakers, and in front of the English, which has
approximately 360 â € "Million of native speakers. Not to mention the fact that Spanish continues to grow in traditionally non-Spanish countries. Let's take the United States, for example, where Hispanicians respond by 18% of the population of America, and are designed to compensate 28% to 2060, according to the United States Census Bureau .
Today more than 41 million people in the US speak Spanish as the first tongue, which means that there are more Spanish speakers in the United States than in Spain. In fact, experts predict that until 2050, the United States exceeds the Mexico and will become the Paãs of Spanish language number one in the world. Hey damn. List of Spanish tongue
pans if you are planning to learn Spanish, or have already preached some of the basic principles, then there are tons of attractive options to put your space to the test. To be exact, 21 countries have Spanish as their official tongue. All population statuses at Worldometers.com. 1. Population of Mexico: 130.759.074. Highlights: Ã ¢ â € "on the day of the
dead festival on 1st November and 2nd every year, Caribbean beaches, delicious street strokes for 60 cents, historical ruins of Chichen Itza and TeotihuacÃƒÂ¡ £a. Population O: 49,464,683. Highlights: Caribbean Caribbean Taste, Tayrona National Park Park, Medellan Nightlife, Learning Salsa in Cali, Turning a Café Farm in the Cafro of the Zone. 3.
Spain population: 46.397.452. Highlights: Barcelona and Real Madrid Fighting for "OL Clasico", eating tapas, architectural works like the Sagrada Family of Gaudã and the Fortress / Palace Alhambra, going south for a little jump From Beach. Related: Read on the differences between Spanish and Latin American Spain. 4. Population of Argentina:
44,688,864. Highlights: Iguazu Falls, Tango in Buenos Aires, Mendoza Vineyards, Hiking in Patagon ' Nia, and visiting Ushuaia (claimed to be the southernmost city in the world). 5. Population of Period: 32,551,815. Highlights: Kitchen per Uana, Machu Picchu ruins, bustling city of Lima, Nazca lines, visiting AmazÃ'nia, Lake Titicaca and Surf in
Manca. 6. Population of Venezuela: 32,381,221 Highlights: Angel Falls (the world's highest waterfall in 3230 feet, margarita island, sand dunes of the national park . Sidenote: Unfortunately traveling to Venezuela at this moment is quite insecure, and so we can not advise to visit there now. 7. Chile Population: 18,197,209 Highlights: Páscoa Island,
Punta ArenasÃ ¢ (also claimed to be the southernmost city in the world), adventure sports in Pucón, Valparaiso Street Art and Sandboard in the Desert Atacama. 8. Ecuador population: 16,863,425. Highlights: Mountain ± Ta Ita Beach Town, Cotopaxi National Park, Galão Islands, Charles Darwin's Theory of Evolution), and Quito, the highest capital in
the world (prepare for 9. Guatemala population: 17,245,346. 17.245.346. Old Maia city of Tikal, sunrise walk on Lake Atitlán, and adventure sports in Semuc Champion. Download the exact curriculum that thousands of Baselang students used to become fluent in Spanish. Download Guide Now! 10. Population of Cuba: 11,489,082. Highlights: Cruising
around Havana in a DÃ © 1950, Cigar Farms in ViÃƒÂ Â ± Ales, Cuba Library & Salsa in Trinidad, and Beach Time in Varadero. 11. Population of Boliavia: 11,215,674. Highlights: Salt Flats of Salar de Uyuni, infamous Ã ¢ â € "Toath roadÃ ¢ â € ¬ Bicycle Trail in La Paz, Lake Titicaca and Amazon Rainforest. 12. Population of the Dominican Republic:
10,882,996. Highlights : Cordillera Central Trek, learning Bachata in Santo Domingo, whale observation in the bay of Samanã, and refrigeration in the Ã â € ‡ Å "Playa Las BallenasÃ ¢ â € € 13. Honduras Population: 9,417,167. Highlights: Ancient Ruets of Copany, Roating and Utility If Surfing or Ajuric Activities Is Your Thing. 14. Paraguay
Population: 6,896,908. Highlights: Iguazu Falls, which border Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay, and for a good reason is one of the main attractions of South Africa. 15. El Salvador Population: 6,411,558 Highlights: Joya de CerãºNe Archaqueologician, a cultivation village for Maya-Colombian cultivation, something unbelievably intact under layers of
volcanic ash. Playa El Tunch Beach to catch some waves and relax for a few days. 16. Nicar's population A: 6,284,757. Highlights: Colonial Vibrations of Granada, Nightlife in San Juan Del Sur, surfing the active volcano Ã ¢ â € œCerro Â € 93 km / hour in LeÃƒÂ³n. 17. Costa Rica Population: 4,953,199. Highlights: Arenal Volcano National Park,
Isolated Guanacaste Beaches, and the diversity of Corcovado National Park, a 11,000 acres tropical forest. 18. Panama Population: 4,162,618 Highlights: Panama Canal, which connects the Caribbean and Pacific, the District of Casco Viejo, in the city of Panama, reach the coast for surfing, Diving, Diving, Snorkeling or simply cooling by a Caribbean
beach. 19. Uruguay Population: 3.469.551. Highlights: Surfing in Punta del Diablo, strolling through the picturesque Colonia del Sacramento, watching whales from the beaches of Pirião Polis. 20. Puerto Rico Population: 3.659.007. From now on (May 2018), Puerto Rico is still recovering from chaos and trail of destruction left by Hurricia Maria. We
are hoping that this caribbean para is back, it is better earlier than later. 21. Equatorial Population of GuinÃ ©: 1,313,894. The final country of Spanish tongue is located in .... Ã ¢ â € "Africa. (Yes, also took us by surprise.) 67.6% of the population in Guinea Equatorial speaks Spanish , while French, Fang and Bubi are also spoken. It is situated on the
Atlantic coast in Central Africa. Despite having a land that presents plans, valleys, tropical forests and vultures, it seems that tourism does not ƒ ƒ o is withdrawn, with the equatorial guinead said to be the 6th countries less visited in the world. Although there is not a pile of available information to travel until there, Equatorial Guinea is currently
categorized As a level 1 (ie exercising normal precautions) by the US travel advisory, which means that it is quite sure to travel. In addition, this travel post offers useful tips on safe permanence if you decide to visit . Finally, here is a clip of a local guide of Guinea Equatorial (in Spanish, of course) about art and culture in his country. BÃ'nus pa :
Population of the Philippines: 106,512,074. OK, while the Philippines are not officially a Spanish country - these days, this was always the case. Even 1987, the Spaniard was a co-official language of the Philippines, along with English. Although language is in the declension since changing, the Spanish Philippine (a standard Spanish variant) is still
popular with many residents who continue to speak, and schools continue to teach it. Which means you can find speaker pockets If you travel through the Philippines. And if you do not, just hit the beaches. Paãs in the Central Africa Not to be confused with GuinÃ ©, GuinÃ ©, New Guinea, New Western Guinea or Guinea © -bissau. Guineally
Ecuatorial Equatorial Guinea Republic (Spanish) RÃƒÂ Â © Publique of GuinÃƒ ÃƒÃƒÃƒÂ ¢ Ã £ â € £ â € ° »Replations (French) GuinÃ © (Portuguese) Arms of Arms: UNIDAD, PEACE, JUSTICIAÃ ¢ (Spanish) Unit, Piix, Justice (French) Unit, Peace, JustiÃ ± AÃ ¢ (Português) "Unity, Peace, Justice" Anthem: Caminemos Stepping Las Nuestra Inmensa
Felicidadan ¢ (Spanish) Let's step on the path of our immense happiness Globeshow Map of AfricaCapitalMalabo (Chain) Ciudad de la Paz (in construction) 3 ° 45 ° 45 47 ° 47 ° 47 Â ° 47 Â ° Â ° Â ° Â ° Â ° Â ° Â ° ° 47 Â ° »Â ° / ¯â °» Â ± 3,750 ° N 8,783 ° Eão¯ Â Â ° / 3,750; 8.783LARGESGOGAGES â €
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